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1
SYSTEM, METHODAND APPARATUS FOR

CONTROLLING CONVERTERS USING

INPUT-OUTPUT LINEARIZATION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation of application Ser. No.

12/487,242,filed Jun. 18, 2009. The patent application iden-
tified above is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety

to provide continuity of disclosure.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

Thepresent invention relates generally to providing modu-

lation signalsto electrical circuits and, more particularly, to a
system, method and apparatus for controlling converters

using input-output linearization and leading-edge modula-
tion.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Powerconverters are used to convert one form ofenergy to

another(e.g., AC to AC, AC to DC, DC to AC, and DC to DC)

thereby makingit usable to the end equipment, such as com-
puters, automobiles, electronics, telecommunications, space

systems and satellites, and motors. Every application of
powerelectronics involves someaspect of control. Convert-

ers are typically identified by their capability and/or configu-
rations, such as, buck converters, boost converters, buck-

boost converters, boost-buck converters (Cuk), etc. For

example, DC-DC converters belong to a family of converters
knownas “switching converters” or “switching regulators.”

This family of converters is the most efficient because the
conversion elements switch from onestate to another, rather

than needlessly dissipating power during the conversion pro-

cess. Essentially there is a circuit with switches and two
configurations (each can be modeled as linear systems) in

whichthe converter resides according to the switch positions.
The duty ratio (d) is the ratio indicating the time in which a

chosen switch is in the “on”position while the other switch is
in the “off” position, and this d is consideredto be the control

input. Input d is usually driven by pulse-width-modulation

(PWM)techniques.
Switching from onestate to another and the accompanying

nonlinearity ofthe system causes problems. State space aver-
aging reduces the switching problems to makethe system, in

general, a nonlinear averaged system for a boost converter or
a buck-boost converter. But, control ofthe system underthese

nonlinear effects becomesdifficult when certain performance

objectives must be met. For the mostpart linearization is done
through a Taylor series expansion. Nonlinear terms of higher

orders are thrown away anda linear approximation replaces
the nonlinear system. This linearization method has proven

effective for stabilizing control loops at a specific operating
point. However, use of this method requires making several

assumptions, one of them being so-called “small signal

operation.” This works well for asymptotic stability in the
neighborhoodofthe operating point, but ignores large signal

effects which can result in nonlinear operation of the control
loop when,for example, an amplifier saturates during startup,

or during transient modes, such as load or input voltage
changes. Once nonlinear operation sets in, the control loop

can have equilibrium points unaccountedforin the lineariza-

tion.
One of the most widely used methods of pulse-width

modulation is trailing-edge modulation (TEM), wherein the
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2
on-time pulse begins on the clock and terminates in accor-

dance with a control law. Unstable zero dynamics associated

with TEMinthe continuous conduction mode (CCM)prevent

the use of an input-output feedback linearization becauseit
would result in an unstable operating point. The other control

methodis leading-edge modulation (LEM), wherein the on-
time pulse begins in accordance with a control law andter-

minates on the clock. The difference between LEM and TEM

is that in TEM the pulse-width is determinedby the instanta-
neous control voltage v, prior to switch turn-off, whereas in

LEM the pulse-width is determined by v,, prior to switch
turn-on.

Thereis, therefore, a need for a system, method and appa-
ratus for controlling converters using input-output lineariza-

tion that does not constrain stability to one operating point,

but rather to a set of operating points spanning the expected
range of operation during startup and transient modes of

operation

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

The present invention provides a system, method and appa-
ratus for controlling converters using input-output lineariza-

tion that does not constrain stability to one operating point,

but rather to a set of operating points spanning the expected
range of operation during startup and transient modes of

operation. In particular, the present invention uses leading
edge modulation and input output linearization to compute

the duty ratio of a boost converter or a buck-boost converter.
The present invention can also be applied to other converter

types. Moreover, the parameters in this control system are

programmable, and hencethe algorithm can be easily imple-
mented on a DSPorin silicon, such as an ASIC.

Notably, the present invention providesat least four advan-
tages compared to the dominant techniques currently in use

for power converters. The combination of leading-edge

modulation and input-output linearization provides a linear
system instead of a nonlinear system. In addition, the “zero

dynamics” becomesstable because thezerosofthe linear part
of the system are in the open left half plane. The present

invention is also independentofstabilizing gain, as well as
desired output voltage or desired output trajectory.

Morespecifically, the present invention provides a system

that includes a boost or buck-boost converter having a first
voltage at an output of the converter and a first current at an

inductor within the converter, a reference voltage source hav-
ing a second voltage, a fourth voltage from a voltage source

providing an input voltage to the converter, and a PWM
modulator/controller. The PWM _ modulator/controller

includes a summingcircuit connected to the converter and the

reference voltage source to create a third voltage representing
a difference betweenthe first voltage from the output of the

converter and the second voltage from the reference voltage
source. A gain circuit is connected to the summingcircuit to

adjust the third voltage by a proportional gain or by any
suitable type of controller, such as proportional (P), integral

(J) or derivative (D) (or any combination of these three) con-

troller. A modulating circuit is connected to the gain circuit,
the converter to create a control signal that provides leading-

edge modulation with input-output linearization based on the
first voltage, the second voltage from the reference voltage

source, the adjusted third voltage from the gain circuit, the
fourth voltage from the voltage source or the input of the

converter, and the first current from the inductor within the

converter. The control signal is then used to control the con-
verter. Whenever the converter is a boost converter, the con-

trol signal has a duty cycle defined by
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(RRC + Dy —(L— RsReC)RM -

__ RRCu + (R + Re)LCK(¥0 — ¥)

R[ReCy - me")

Wheneverthe converter is a buck-boost converter, the control

signal has a duty cycle defined by

de (RRC + L)y + (L— ReRsC)Rx, + (R + R.)LCK(yo - y) 
 R(R.Cy + ER — R-Cuto}
R+R,

Note that the second voltage source can be integrated into the

PWMmodulator/controller. In addition, the PWM modula-

tor/controller can be implemented using a digital signal pro-

cessor, a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or conven-

tional electrical circuitry. Moreover, the converter can be

controlled with a proportional controller, or any suitable type

ofcontroller, such as a proportional(P), integral (1) or deriva-

tive (D) (or any combination of these three) controller, by

replacing k(y,-y) in the equation defining the duty cycle d

with

kj(t+ = +hes}oo—y

where k,,, k,, and k,,are the gainsofthe proportional,integral,
and derivative terms of the controller.

The present invention also provides an apparatus that
includes one or moreelectrical circuits that provide a control

signal to a boost converter such that a duty cycle ofthe control

signal is defined as

(RRC + Dy —(L— R,R,C)Rx —

RR,Cup + (R + R,)LCKYo — y)

R[ReCy - me")

Sunilarly, the present invention provides an apparatus that

includes one or moreelectrical circuits that provide a control
signal to a buck-boost converter such that a duty cycle of the

control signal is defined as

de (RRC + L)y + (L— ReRsC)Rx, + (R + Re)LCK(yo - y) 

R(ReCy + = ReCuo}
LR

R+R.”

In either case, the apparatus may include a summingcircuit,

a gain circuit, a modulating circuit and various connections.

The connections include a first connection to receive a first
voltage from an output of the converter, a second connection

to receive a second voltage from a reference voltage source, a
third connection to receive a first current from an inductor

within the converter, a fourth connection to receive an input
voltage from a voltage source providing an input to converter

and a fifth connection to output a control signal to the con-

verter. The summingcircuit is connectedto the first connec-
tion and the second connection to create a third voltage rep-

resenting a difference between the first voltage from the
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4
output of the converter and the second voltage from the ref-

erence voltage source. The gain circuit is connected to the

summing circuit to adjust the third voltage by a proportional

gain or by any suitable type ofcontroller, such as proportional

(P), integral (I) or derivative (D) (or any combination ofthese

three) controller. The modulating circuit is connected to the

gain circuit, the second connection, the third connection, the

fourth connection and the fifth connection. The modulation

circuit creates a control signal that provides leading-edge

modulation with input-output linearization based on thefirst

voltage from the output of the converter, the second voltage

from the reference voltage source, the adjusted third voltage

from the gain circuit, the fourth voltage from the voltage

source or the input of the converter, andthe first current from

the inductor within the converter.

Moreover, the present invention can be sold as a kit for
engineers to design and implement a PWM modulated con-
verter (boost or buck-boost). The kit may include a digital
signal processor, or field programmable gate array (FPGA),
and a computer program embodied on a computer readable
medium for programming the digital signal processor, or
FPGA,to control the PWM modulated converter. The com-
puter program mayalso include one or more design tools. The
digital signal processor, or FPGA, includes a summingcir-
cuit, a gain circuit, a modulating circuit and various connec-
tions. The various connections include a first connection to
receive a first voltage from an output of the converter, a
second connection to receive a second voltage from a refer-
ence voltage source, a third connection to receive a first
current from an inductor within the converter, a fourth con-
nection to receive the input voltage from a voltage source
providing an input to converter, and a fifth connection to
output a control signal to the converter. The summingcircuit
is connectedto the first connection and the second connection
to create a third voltage representing a difference between the
first voltage from the output of the converter and the second
voltage from the reference voltage source. The gain circuit is
connected to the summingcircuit to adjust the third voltage
by a proportional gain or by any suitable type of controller,
such as proportional(P), integral (1) or derivative (D) (or any
combination ofthese three) controller. The modulating circuit
is connected to the gain circuit, the second connection, the
third connection, the fourth connection and the fifth connec-
tion. The modulation circuit creates a control signal that pro-
vides leading-edge modulation with input-output lineariza-
tion based onthefirst voltage from the output ofthe converter,
the second voltage from the reference voltage source, the
adjusted third voltage from the gain circuit, fourth voltage
from the voltage source or the input of the converter, and a
first current from the inductor within the converter. Whenever
the converteris a boost converter, the control signalhas a duty
cycle defined by

(RR,C + Ly —(L— R,R,C)Rx -

_ RRC + (R + Re)LCK(¥0 — ¥)

R(ReCy - ae"

Wheneverthe converter is a buck-boost converter, the control
signal has a duty cycle defined by

de (RRC + Loy + (L— ReRsC)Rx, + (R + RLCK(yo - y) 
 LRR[R-Cy +5 TRXr RCo}
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Furthermore, the present invention provides a method for

controlling a boost or buck-boost converter using a PWM

modulator/controller by receiving a first voltage from an out-

put ofthe converter, a second voltage from a reference voltage

source, a first current from an inductor within the converter,

and creating a third voltage representing a difference between

the first voltage from the output of the converter and the

second voltage from the reference voltage source and a fourth

voltage from a voltage source or the input of the converter.

Thethird voltage is then adjusted by a proportionalgain or by

any suitable type of controller, such as proportional(P), inte-

gral (1) or derivative (D) (or any combination ofthese three)

controller. The control signalis created that provides leading-

edge modulation with input-outputlinearization based on the

first voltage from the output of the converter, the second

voltage from the reference voltage source, the adjusted third
voltage, the fourth voltage from the voltage source or the

input of the converter, andthe first current from the inductor
within the converter. The converter is then controlled using

the control signal created by the PWM modulator/controller.
Wheneverthe converter is a boost converter, the control sig-

nal has a duty cycle defined by

(RRC + Dy —(L— R,R,C)Rx —

__ RRCu + (R + Re)LCK(¥0 — ¥)

R[ReCy - me")

Wheneverthe converter is a buck-boost converter, the control
signal has a duty cycle defined by

 de (RRC + L)y + (L— ReRsC)Rx, + (R + R.)LCK(yo - y)

 LRR(ReCy +5 ; Ro! - ReCuo}

Note that the converter can be controlled with a propor-
tional controller, or any suitable type of controller, such as

proportional (P), integral (1) or derivative (D) (or any combi-
nation of these three) controller, by replacing k(y,—-y) in the

equation defining the duty cycle d with

k;(t+ = +kes}ov0-99

where k,,, k,, and k,,are the gainsofthe proportional,integral,

and derivative terms of the controller. Moreover, the control
signal can be created using a first order system, or can be

independentof a stabilizing gain, a desired output voltage or
a desired output trajectory. Likewise, the present invention

may include a computer program embodied within a digital

signal processor, or FPGA, wherein the steps are imple-
mented as one or more code segments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and further advantages of the invention may be

better understoodby referring to the following description in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system in accordance with

the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a modulator/controller in

accordance with the present invention.
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6
FIG. 3A is a flow chart of a method for controlling a boost

converter using a PWM modulator/controller in accordance

with the present invention.

FIG. 3B is a flow chart of a method for controlling a
buck-boost converter using a PWM modulator/controller in

accordance with the present invention.
FIGS. 4A and 4Bare graphsoftrailing-edge modulation of

a PWMsignaland leading-edge modulation of a PWM

FIG.5 is circuit diagram of a boost converter and a modu-
lator/controller in accordance with the present invention.

FIGS. 6A and 6Bare linear circuit diagrams of a boost
converter during time DTs and D'Ts, respectively in accor-

dance with the present invention.
FIG.7 is a graph of typical waveformsfor the boost con-

verter for the two switched intervals DTs and D'Ts in accor-

dance with the present invention.
FIG. 8 is circuit diagram of a buck-boost converter and a

modulator/controller in accordance with the present inven-
tion.

FIGS. 9A and 9B are linear circuit diagrams of a buck-
boost converter during time DTs and D'Ts, respectively in

accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 10 is a graph oftypical waveformsfor the buck-boost
converter for the two switched intervals DTs and D'Ts in

accordance with the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

In the description that follows, like parts are marked

throughoutthe specification andfigures with the same numer-

als, respectively. The figures are not necessarily drawn to
scale andmay be shownin exaggeratedor generalized form in

the interest of clarity and conciseness.
While the making and using ofvarious embodiments ofthe

present invention are discussed in detail below, it should be

appreciated that the present invention provides many appli-
cable inventive concepts that can be embodied in a wide

variety of specific contexts. The specific embodiments dis-
cussed herein are merely illustrative of specific ways to make

and use the invention and do not delimit the scope of the
invention.

The present invention provides a system, method and appa-

ratus for controlling converters using input-output lineariza-
tion that does not constrain stability to one operating point,

but rather to a set of operating points spanning the expected
range of operation during startup and transient modes of

operation. In particular, the present invention uses leading-
edge modulation and input-output linearization to compute

the duty ratio of a boost converter or a buck-boost converter.

The present invention can also be applied to other converter
types. Moreover, the parameters in this control system are

programmable, and hencethe algorithm can be easily imple-
mented on a DSPorin silicon, such as an ASIC.

Notably, the present invention providesat least four advan-
tages compared to the dominant techniques currently in use

for power converters. The combination of leading-edge

modulation and input-output linearization provides a linear
system instead of a nonlinear system. In addition, the “zero

dynamics” becomesstable because thezerosofthe linear part
of the system are in the open left half plane. The present

invention is also independentofstabilizing gain, as well as
desired output voltage or desired output trajectory.

As previously described, trailing-edge modulation for

boost and buck-boost converters operating in the continuous
conduction modegivesrise to unstable zero dynamics where

the linear part of the system about an operating point has a
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right half plane zero. In contrast, the present invention
employs leading-edge modulation, along with some very

simple design constraints, that change the zero dynamics so

thatthe linear part of the system has only openleft halfplane
zeros. Since the nonlinear system now possessesstable zero

dynamics, input-output feedback linearization can be used.
To apply this method, the actual output y is chosen as output

function h(x), and y is repeatedly differentiated until the input
u appears. The numberof differentiations, r, is called the

relative degree of the system. The present invention has a

relative degree r=1. The linearizing transformation for d is
solved and used for the control input. This transformation is

local in nature, but it can be applied in a neighborhoodofany
state space operating point in DC-DC conversion.

It is desirable to choose any operating point for the nonlin-
ear system. This operating point can be madelocally asymp-

totically stable by the above process ifa gain k is chosen to be

positive. The gain k does not have to be adjusted for each
operating point,i.e., no gain scheduling is required. However,

the reference input will have to be walked up, whichis typical
of soil-start operation, to insure convergence to the operating

point. Note that Proportional (P), Integral (1), Derivative (D),
Proportional-Integral (PI), and Proportional-Integral-Deriva-

tive (PID) control loops can be added for robustness.

Nowreferring to FIG. 1, a block diagram of a system 100
in accordance with the present invention is shown. The sys-

tem includes a power source (voltage) 102 connected to a
converter 104 that provides power to a load 106. The con-

verter 104 is either a boost converter or a buck-boost con-
verter. The converter 104 is also connected to the PWM

modulator/controller 108. The PWM modulator/controller

108 receives a first voltage 110 from an output of the con-
verter 104, a second voltage (reference voltage) 112 from a

voltage reference source (not shown), a first current 114 from
an inductor within the converter, and a fourth voltage 116

from the voltage source 102 (i.e., the input voltage to the

converter 104). A summing circuit within the PWM modula-
tor and controller 108 creates a third voltage representing the

difference betweenthefirst voltage 110 from the output ofthe
converter 104 and the second voltage 112 from the reference

voltage source. Notethat the source ofthe second voltage 112
(voltage reference source) can be integrated within or exter-

nal to the PWM modulator/controller 108. The PWM modu-

lator/controller 108 uses the first voltage 110, the second
voltage 112,the first current 114 and the fourth voltage 116 to

generate a control signal 118 that is used to control the con-
verter 104. The details ofhow the PWM modulator/controller

108 generates the control signal 118 will be described inmore
detail below. In addition, the PWM modulator/controller 108

can be implemented using a digital signal processor, an

FPGA,or conventionalelectrical circuitry.
Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 2, a block diagram of a

modulator/controller 108 in accordance with the present
invention is shown. The modulator/controller 108 includes a

summingcircuit 200, a gain circuit 204, a modulating circuit
208 and various connections. The connections include afirst

connection to receive a first voltage (output voltage (y)) 110

from the converter 104, a second connection to receive a
second voltage (reference voltage (y,)) 112 from a reference

voltage source (not shown), a third connection to receive a
first current (inductor current (x,)) 114 from the converter

104, a fourth connection to receive an input voltage (uy) 116
from the voltage source 102 (i.e., the input voltage to the

converter 104), and a fifth connection to output a control

signal (d) 118 to the converter 104. The summingcircuit 200
is connectedto the first connection and the second connection

to create a third voltage (Ay) 202 representing a difference
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8
betweenthefirst voltage (y) 110 and the second voltage (y,)
112. The gain circuit 204 is connected to the summingcircuit

200 to adjustthe third voltage (Ay) 202 by a proportional gain

(k), or by any suitable controller, such as proportional (P),
integral (1) or derivative (D) (or any combination of these

three) controller. The modulating circuit 208 is connected to
the gain circuit 204, the second connection, the third connec-

tion, the fourth connection and the fifth connection. The
modulation circuit 208 creates a control signal (d) 118 that

provides leading-edge modulation with input-output linear-

ization based onthefirst voltage (y) 110, the second voltage
(¥,) 112,the adjusted third voltage (kAy) 206,the first current

(x,) 114 and the fourth voltage (u,) 116. Whenever the con-
verter 104 is a boost converter, the control signal (d) 118 has

a duty cycle defined by

(RRC + Ly —(L— RsReC)R-

_ RRC + (R + Re)LCK(¥0 — ¥)

R(ReCy - me")

Whenever the converter 104 is a buck-boost converter, the

control signal (d) 118 has a duty cycle defined by

de (RRC + Loy + (L— ReRsC)Rx, + (R + RLCK(yo - y) 
 LR RC
RtRe c |R[R-Cy +

The present invention also provides an apparatus having
one or moreelectrical circuits that provide a control signal

118 to a boost converter such that a duty cycle of the control
signal is defined as

(RR,C + Ly —(L— R,R,C)Rx -

_ RRCup + (R + Re)LCK(Y0 — ¥)

 R(ReCy -7ai)

Sunilarly, the present invention provides an apparatus having
one or moreelectrical circuits that provide a control signal

118 to a buck-boost converter such that a duty cycle of the

control signal is defined as

d (RRC + Loy + (L— ReRsC)Rx, + (R + RLCK(yo - y) 
 LRR[ReCy * eRReCu}

In either case, the apparatus may include a summingcircuit,

a gain circuit, a modulating circuit and various connections.
The connections include a first connection to receive a first

voltage (y) 110 from the converter 104, a second connection

to receive a second voltage (y,) 112 from a reference voltage
source, a third connection to receive a first current (x,) 114

from the converter 104, a fourth connection to receive a fourth
voltage (u,) 116 from the voltage source 102 (i.e., the input

voltage to the converter 104), and a fifth connection to output
a control signal (d) 118 to the converter 104. The summing

circuit 200 is connectedto the first connection and the second

connection to create a third voltage (Ay) 202 representing a
difference betweenthe first voltage (y) 110 and the second

voltage (y,) 112. The gain circuit 204 is connected to the
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summing circuit 200 to adjust the third voltage (Ay) 202 by a

proportional gain (k), or by any suitable controller, such as

proportional (P), integral (1) or derivative (D) (or any combi-

nation ofthese three) controller. The modulating circuit 208 is

connected to the gain circuit 204, the second connection, the

third connection, the fourth connection and the fifth connec-

tion. The modulation circuit 208 creates a control signal (d)

that provides leading-edge modulation with input-output lin-

earization based onthefirst voltage (y) 110 from the output of

the converter 104, the second voltage (y,) 112 from theref-

erence voltage source, the adjusted third voltage (kAy) 206

from the gain circuit 204, thefirst current (x,) 114 from the

inductor within the converter 104 and the fourth voltage (uy)

116 from the voltage source 102(i.e., the input voltage to the

converter 104).

The present invention can be sold as a kit for engineers to

design and implement a PWM modulated converter (boost or

buck-boost). The kit may include a digital signal processor, or

FPGA, and a computer program embodied on a computer

readable medium for programmingthe digital signal proces-

sor, or FPGA,to control the PWM modulated converter. The
computerprogram mayalso include one or more design tools.

The digital signal processor, or FPGA, includes a summing

circuit 200, a gain circuit 204, a modulating circuit 208 and
various connections. The connections includea first connec-

tion to receive a first voltage 110, a second connection to
receive a second voltage 112, a third connection to receive a

first current 114, a fourth connection to receive an input
voltage 116, and afifth connection to output a control signal

118. The summing circuit 200 is connected to thefirst con-

nection and the second connection to create a third voltage
(Ay) 202 representing a difference betweenthefirst voltage

and the second voltage. The gain circuit 204 is connected to
the summing circuit 200 to adjust the third voltage (Ay) 202

by a proportional gain (k) or by any suitable controller, such

as proportional (P), integral (1) or derivative (D) (or any
combination ofthese three) controller. The modulating circuit

208 is connected to the gain circuit 204, the second connec-
tion, the third connection, the fourth connection andthefifth

connection. The modulation circuit 208 creates a control sig-
nal 118 that provides leading-edge modulation with input-

output linearization based on the first voltage (y) 110, the

second voltage (y,) 112, the adjusted third voltage (kAy) 206,
the first current (x,) 114 and the input voltage (u,) 116.

Wheneverthe converter 104 is a boost converter, the control
signal (d) 118 has a duty cycle defined by

(RRC + Dy —(L— R,R,C)Rx —

RRCup + (R+ Re)LCK(Y0 - ¥)

R[ReCy - me")

Wheneverthe converter 104 is a buck-boost converter, the
control signal (d) 118 has a duty cycle defined by

d (RRC + L)y + (L— ReRsC)Rx, + (R + R.)LCK(yo - y) 
 TR Re
R+R,tS wo)

R(Re Cy+

As implemented in the system of FIG.1,the first voltage 110

is an output voltage from the converter 104, the second volt-
age 112 is a reference voltage, the first current 114 is an

inductor current from the converter 104 and the fourth voltage
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10
116 is the voltage provided by the voltage source 102 as the

input voltage of the converter 104.

Nowreferring to FIG. 3A, a flow chart 300 of a control

method for a boost converter in accordance with the present

invention is shown. The boost converter is controlled by

receiving a first voltage (y) from an output of a boost con-

verter, a second voltage (y,) from a reference voltage source,

a first current (x, ) from an inductor within the boost converter

and a fourth voltage (u,) from the input of the converter at a

PWMmodulator/controller in block 302. A third voltage (Ay)

is created representing a difference betweenthe first voltage

(y) and the secondvoltage (y,) in block 304. The third voltage

(Y¥,) 1s adjusted by a proportionalgain (Kk) or any suitable type
of controller, such as proportional (P), integral (1) or deriva-

tive (D) (or any combination of these three) by replacing
k(y-y)in the equation defining the duty cycle d with

k;(i +2 +hes}o0-y

where k,,, k,, and k,,are the gains ofthe proportional, integral,

and derivative termsofthe controller in block 306. Ifk, andk,

are both zero, then the controller reduces to a proportional
controller. If only k, is zero, then the controller reduces to a

proportional-integral (PI) controller. The control signal (d) is
created in block 308 that provides leading-edge modulation

with input-output linearization based onthefirst voltage (y),
the second voltage (y,), the adjusted third voltage (kAy), the

first current (x,) and the fourth voltage (u,), wherein the

control signal (d) has a duty cycle defined by

(RRC + Ly —(L— RsReC)R-

RR,Cup + (R + R-)LCKyo — y)

R(ReCy - me")

The boost converter is then controlled using the control signal

(d) created by the PWM modulator/controller in block 310. In
an optional embodiment, the boost converter is controlled in

block 312 using a proportional controller, or any suitable type
of controller, such as proportional (P), integral (1) or deriva-

tive (D) (or any combination of these three) by replacing

k(yo-y) in the equation defining the duty cycle d with

kj(+2 +hes}oo—y

where k,,, k,, and k,,are the gainsofthe proportional,integral,
and derivative terms of the controller. If k, and k, are both

zero, then the controller reduces to a proportional controller.
Ifonly kis zero, then the controller reducesto a proportional-

integral (PI) controller. Note that the control signal can be

created using afirst order system, or can be independentof a
stabilizing gain, a desired output voltage or a desired output

trajectory. Likewise, the present invention may include a
computer program embodied within a digital signal proces-

sor, or FPGA, wherein the steps are implemented as one or
more code segments.

Nowreferring to FIG. 3B, a flow chart 350 of a control

method for a buck-boost converter in accordance with the
present invention is shown. The buck-boost converter is con-

trolled by receiving a first voltage (y) from an output of a
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buck-boost converter, a second voltage (y,) from a reference

voltage source,a first current (x, ) from an inductor within the

buck-boost converter and a fourth voltage (u,) from voltage

source providing an input to the buck-boost converter at a

PWMmodulator/controller in block 352.Athird voltage (Ay)

is created representing a difference between the first voltage

(y) and the secondvoltage (y,) in block 304. The third voltage

(Yq) is adjusted by a proportional gain (k), or any suitable type

ofcontroller, such as a proportional(P), integral (1) or deriva-

tive (D) (or any combination of these three) controller, by

replacing k(y,-y) in the equation defining the duty cycle d

with

kj(t+ = +kes}ov0-99

where k,,, k,, and k,,are the gainsofthe proportional,integral,

and derivative termsofthe controller in block 306. Ifk, andk,

are both zero, then the controller reduces to a proportional

controller. If only k, is zero, then the controller reduces to a

proportional-integral (PI) controller. The control signal (d) is
created in block 354 that provides leading-edge modulation

with input-output linearization based onthefirst voltage (y),
the second voltage (y,), the adjusted third voltage (kAy), the

first current (x,) and the fourth voltage (u,), wherein the

control signal (d) has a duty cycle defined by

 
 

1 RRC + Diy+ (L= RoRORM + (R + RILCKY0 ~y)

- A(R cy+ RC ) ,cl y RR. — KeCuo

The buck-boost converteris then controlled using the control

signal (d) created by the PWM modulator/controller in block
356. In an optional embodiment, the buck-boost converteris

controlled in block 358 using a proportional controller, or any

suitable type ofcontroller, such as a proportional(P), integral
(J) or derivative (D) (or any combination ofthese three) con-

troller, by replacing k(y,-y) in the equation defining the duty
cycle d with

k;(t+ = +hes}o0—y

where k,,, k,, and k,,are the gains ofthe proportional, integral,

and derivative terms of the controller. If k, and k, are both

zero, then the controller reduces to a proportional controller.
Ifonly k,1is zero, then the controller reducesto a proportional-

integral (PI) controller. Note that the control signal can be
created using a first order system, or can be independentof a

stabilizing gain, a desired output voltage or a desired output
trajectory. Likewise, the present invention may include a

computer program embodied within a digital signal proces-

sor, or FPGA, wherein the steps are implemented as one or
more code segments.
A more detailed description of the models used in the

present invention will now be described. State space averag-

ing allows the adding together of the contributions for each
linear circuit during its respective time interval. This is done

by using the duty ratio as a weighting factor on each interval.

As shownbelow,this weighting process leads to a single set
ofequationsfor the states and the output. Butfirst, the system

will be described byits state space equations.
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Assumethata linear system (A,b) is described by

X()=Ax(t)+bul?) (1)

where AeR”™” is an ‘nxn’ matrix, and beR” is an ‘nx1’
column vector.

Aspreviously mentioned,the duty ratio d is the ratio indi-

cating the time in which a chosen switch is in the “on”posi-
tion while the other switch is in the “off” position. Ts is the

switching period. The “on”time is then denoted as dTs. The
generalstate equations for any type ofconverter consisting of

two linear switched networksare as follows:
For OstsdTs,

X(D=Ax(t)+b,u(0) (2a)

dTsstsTs,

HNAgx(D+bguls) (2b)

The equations in (2a) can be combined with the equations
in (2b) using the duty ratio, d, as a weighting factor. Thus,

X(Q=(dA,+dAp(t+(db,+a'bpu(t) (3)

which can be written in the form of equation (1) as

X()=Ax(t)+bul?) (4)

with

A=dA,+d'A,

and

b=db+d'bp

where d'=1-d.

The buck cell is linear after state-space averaging and is
therefore the easiest topology to control. On the other hand,

the boost and buck-boost cells are nonlinear and have non-

minimum phase characteristics. These nonlinear cells will be
described.

Beginning with a vector field f(x) and a scalar function
h(x), the Lie derivative ofh with respectto fis denotedby Lh.

The derivative is a scalar function and can be understood as
the directional derivative of h in the direction of the vector

field f.

Definition: For a smoothscalar function b: R”—=R anda

smooth vectorfield f; R”+R”, the Lie derivative of h with

respectto fis

Ljb=Vof (5)

or

Ljb=<Vb.f> (6)

where V represents the gradient and bold type represents a

vector field, Vbfis matrix multiplication, and <Vb,f> is stan-

dard dot product on #”.
Lie derivatives of any order can be defined as

LPb=b (7)

L/b-V(LfbYf=LLf. (8)

Alsoif g is another smooth vectorfield g: R”+R”, then

LLp-VLbg. (9)

Now,add an outputy to the nonlinear system x=f(x)+g(x)u,

wheref(x) and g(x) are C™ vector fields on R”. Unlike input-
state linearization where a transformation is first found to

generate a new state vector and a new control input, here the
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output y is repeatedly differentiated until the input u appears,
thereby showing a relationship between y and u.

For the nonlinear system

X=f\lx)+g(x)u

y=b) (10)

and a point Xx), we differentiate y once to get

PHVOX=VOAX)+VOga)UHLA(x)+Lb(w)u.

Loe gs . : . . 10
This is differentiated repeatedly until the coefficient of u is
non-zero. This procedure continues until for someinteger rsn

LLfb(x)=0 for all x near xp and Osisr—-2

and 15

Lhjf'b(Xo)#0

Then

20

(Li-b(x) + v) (11)

LL1b)

and, for v=0, results in a multiple integrator system with 25

transfer function

H(s)= 1 a2)
sv 30

State feedback can be added for pole placement with

V=Cob(x)+C,Lbx)+CoLPb@&)+ Lee +c,_,Lf-'b@),

where Cy, C,,.--, C,_), are constants to be chosen, and the 35
integer r is the relative degree of the system (2-10). It is the

numberofdifferentiations required before u appears.
Thefirst r new coordinates are found as aboveby differen-

tiating the output h(x)
40

f= Lyd) = 2 (13)

2p = LED(x) = &

45

f1 = LFb(a@) =z,

& = LF D(x()) + LeLy| Dexa)

50
Since x(t)=®~'(z(t)),let

a(z)=Lhf'b(®""(@))

b@)=LfH(@""(2))
55

which is recognized from (11) that a(z) is the denominator
term andb(z) is the numerator. Now

Z,=b((1))+aOu)

where a(z(t)) is nonzero forall z in a neighborhoodof z°. 60
To find the remaining n-r coordinates, let

ZL

= 65
&r

-continued

and

2rtl
nal:

an

Herez,.,,,..-;Z, areadded to z,,...,Z,.to provide a legitimate

coordinate system. With this notation we can write the new
coordinates in normal form as

£1 =% (14)

2 =%3

Zr-1 = %

2 = bE, n) + al€, mu

=a, + pe, nu

Y=21

The equation for 1 represents the n-r equations for which

no special form exists. The general equation, however,ifthe

following condition holds

Lg®,{x)=0

is reduced to

ng(&n)

and the input u does not appear.

In general, the new nonlinear system is described by

E=4E+By

n-7Em)tpEm)u

yas

with the matrices A, B, and C in normal form, and

(15a,b,c)

v=bn)+a(E,n)u

If r=n, input-output linearization leads to input-state lin-

earization. If r<n, then there are n-r equations describing the
internal dynamics ofthe system. The zero dynamics, obtained

by setting &=0 in equation (15b) and solving for 1, are very
important in determining the possible stabilization of the

system (10). If these zero dynamics are non-minimum phase

then the input-outputlinearization in (11) cannot be used.If,
however, the zero dynamics are minimum phase it means that

pole placement can be doneon the linear part of (15a) using
(11) and the system will be stable.

In the sequel, the bold letter used to indicate vectorfields
will only be used whenthe context is ambiguousas to whatis

meant. Otherwise, non-bold letters will be used. For a boost

converter the driving voltage u(t), the current x, through the
inductor, and the voltage x, across the capacitor are restricted

to be positive, nonnegative, and positive, respectively. Only
the continuous conduction mode (CCM)is considered. The

duty ratio dis taken to be the control input andis constrained
by Osds1. The Cuk-Middlebrook averaged nonlinear state

equations are used to find a feedback transformation that

maps these state equations to a controllable linear system.
This transformation is one-to-one withtherestrictions on u(t),

X, and x, just mentioned and with additional restrictions
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involving u. These additional restrictions are not needed if

u(t) is a constant, as in DC-DC conversion.It is interesting to

note that restrictions on u are unnecessary for the boost con-

verter even ifu(t) changes with time. The nonlinear system is

said to be feedback linearizable or feedback linearized.

Through the feedback transformation, the same second order

linear system for every operating point can be seen.
The new switching modelofthe present invention will now

be described in more detail. The physical componentparasit-
ics R,, the DCseriesresistance ofthe filter inductor L, andR_,

the equivalent series resistance of the filter capacitor C, now
need to be includedsince R,, especially plays a central role in

the analysis to follow.

The system in accordance with the present invention is of
the form

F=flx)tgod

y=b(e) (16)

With this in mind, the state equations are derived to include

parasitics R, and R,.
There are four basic cells for fixed frequency PWM con-

verters. They are the buck,boost, buck-boost, and boost-buck

(Cuk) topologies. Many derivations extend the basic cells in
applications where isolation can be added between input and

output via transformers, however, the operation can be under-
stood through the basic cell. Each cell contains two switches.

Properoperation ofthe switches results in a two-switch-state
topology. In this regime, there is a controlling switch and a

passive switch that are either on or off resulting in two “on”

states. In contrast, a three state converter would consist of
three switches, two controlling switches and one passive

switch, resulting in three “on”states.
The control philosophy used to control the switching

sequenceis pulse-width-modulation (PWM). A control volt-

age Vv, is compared with a ramp signal (“sawtooth”), v,,,, and
the output pulse widthis the result ofv.>v,,. This is shown in

FIG. 4A. A new cycle is initiated on the negative slope of the
ramp. The pulse ends when v_<v,, which causes modulation

to occur on thetrailing edge. This gives it the name“trailing-
edge modulation.”

The difference between leading-edge modulation (LEM)

and the conventionally used trailing-edge modulation (TEM)
is that in TEM (FIG.4A)the pulse-width is determined by the

instantaneous control voltage v, prior to switch turn-off,
whereas in LEM (FIG. 4B) the pulse-width is determined by

V, prior to switch turn-on. The reason that sampling is “just
prior”to switch commutationis that the intersection ofv, and

v,, determines the new state ofthe switch. Notice that in FIG.

4B the sawtooth rampv,, has a negative slope.
Nowreferring to FIG. 5, a circuit diagram 500 of a boost

converter and a modulator/controller 502 in accordance with
the present invention is shown. The specifics of the boost

converter are well known. In this case, S2 is implemented
with a diode and S1 is implemented with an N-channel MOS-

FET. FIGS. 6A and 6Bare linear circuit diagrams 600 and

650 of the boost converter in FIG. 5 during time DTs and
D'Ts, respectively. The converter 500 operates as follows: uy

provides powerto the circuit during S1 conduction time (FIG.
6A)storing energy in inductor L. Duringthis time S2 is biased

off. When S1 turns off, the energy in L causes the voltage
across L to reverse polarity. Since one end is connected to the

input source, Ug, it remains clamped while the other end

forward biases diode S2 and clamps to the output. Current
continues to flow through L during this time (FIG. 6B). When

S1 turns back on, the cycle repeats. FIG. 7 illustrates the
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typical waveforms for the boost converter for the two
switched intervals DTs and D'Ts.

The DC transfer function needsto be determinedin order to

know how the output, y, across the load R is related to the
input u, at zero frequency. In steady state, the volt-second

integral across L is equal to zero. Thus,

fo®vzdt=0 (17)

where Ts is the switching period.

Therefore, the volt-seconds during the on-time must equal the

volt-seconds during the off-time. Using this volt-secondbal-
ance constraint one can derive an equation for volt-seconds

during the on-time of $1 (DTs) and another equation for
volt-seconds during the off-time of S1 (D'Ts).

The parasitics are eliminated by setting R,=0 and R,=0.

During time DTs:

DT,¥,=DTito (18)

During time D'Ts:

DT,v,=DT.Xy-D T,,tty (19)

Since by equation (17)

Div,=DT,v,

the RHSofequation (18) is set equal to the RHSofequation

(19) resulting in

Xx 1

uy D?
(20)

Equation (20) is the ideal duty ratio equation for the boost

cell. IfR, and R, are both non-zero then

 

 

y l (21)
Ug —x,R, D

The outputy is

_ py BR, (22)

YO RERS  RERS

Now the state space averaged equations are derived during

dTs:

1 OR
t= peu

1
=~ CRER)

Andduring (1-d)Ts:

 RR, R
+ ba ->2 + uo
R+R, R+R,

R 1

= CRER)| CORR
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Combining,the averaged equations are:

1 OR RR. td R td (23a,b,c)
“= 740-1 TReR - )—TRRo! -d)

R _ 1
= cReRytO - GRE RD”

= —* yy AR a
Y= ReRD?* Re®

where R,is the de resistance of L and R, is the equivalent

series resistance of C.

In standard form:

; uo R (24a,b,c)
Ay = = -—2) -

1 "L UR+R)"

Ry RR, RR, R 1
(z *TR+ ai + (aR +R) TRS BR")

1 R R
4p = -=+ Se-o eid

C(R+R) 7?”C(RER,) |C(IRFRD

RR, R
y = ——x + ———»

(R+Re) (R+ Re)

Here it is assumedthat leading-edge modulation is used so

that sampling of the output y only takes place during the

interval (1-d)T,. Therefore, the weighting factor (1-d) in

equation (23c) for y has been removed because when the

sample is taken the data represents both terms as shown in

equation (24c). In the present analysis the effects of sampling

(complex positive zero pair at one-half the sampling fre-

quency) have been ignored.

The input-output linearization for the boost converter will

now bediscussed. The output, y, only needsto be differenti-

ated once before the control d appears.

 

 

  

Roser) (25)
= x Xxy ReR. 2 cX1

= ern) (26a)
> RER, x2 cX]

=( R \ 1 ( LR R d+ | R (26b)

Y\RERAACRER) OTT MO M0 RR
na Re RR, Ro
(+atle mE”) )

Substituting for x, from (25), setting y equal to k(y,-y),

k>0, andsolving for d weget,

(RRC + Dy —(L— R,R,C)Rx —

__ RRCu + (R + Re)LCK(¥0 — ¥)

27)

R[R Cc x. )
cy R+R, !

where

LR
R[ReCy - mR") >0.

Here y, is the desired output corresponding to x,, and X39

through equation (25). The notation has changed and k=c, in
equation (11), and the control input is now d instead ofu. Here

(X19; X29) 1s an equilibrium point of the boost converter. The
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proportional term k(y,-y) can be replaced by any suitable
controller, such as a proportional(P), integral (1) or derivative

(D) (or any combinationofthese three) by replacing k(y,-y)

in the equation defining the duty cycle d with

(kp + “ +kas\(V0-y)

where k,,, k,, and k,,are the gains ofthe proportional, integral,

and derivative terms of the controller. If k, and k, are both

zero, then the controller reduces to a proportional controller.
Ifonly k,1is zero, then the controller reducesto a proportional-

integral (PI) controller.
The controlis part ofthe transformation as shown in equa-

tion (27) whereit is seen that k(y-y,) is in the numerator, and
kis the proportional gain. The proportional term k(y,-y) can

be replaced by any suitable controller, such as a proportional

(P), integral (I) or derivative (D) (or any combination ofthese
three) by replacing k(y,—-y) in the equation defining the duty

cycle d with

(kp ++kas)»

where k,,, k,, and k,,are the gainsofthe proportional,integral,
and derivative terms of the controller. If k, and k, are both

zero, then the controller reduces to a proportional controller.
Ifonly kis zero, then the controller reducesto a proportional-

integral (PI) controller. The control implementation is shown

in FIG. 2.
Local linearization of the boost converter will now be

discussed to obtain a transfer function. A Taylor Series lin-
earization is used on the nonlinear system (24abc) to linearize

about an operating point, X,9, X.9, D and obtain the transfer
function. Welet

41 =X|X1g, Xy=X7-Xyo, PHy-Vo, d=d-D.

which gives

xX, =

   1[-Ua PR, _ (= D)RR.,
% Ry — RX +( <

LL R+Ro °°) OR+R MRR

1
~ TRRL

x2 —X2 + a - D)RX, - Rxod]

In matrix form

   

RR-(L-D) Rs (1-D)R RR_X9 + Rx20
xy -( L(R +R.) +2] “ERR If&1 L(R +R.) F

= + .

by R(.-D) 1 2% Ryo
C(R+R,) C(R +R.) C(R+R.)

Makingthe following substitutions, which can be derived by
letting x,=0, X,=0, X;=X19, X5=Ko9, R,=0, and R,=0 in (24ab):

to

“0 = TDR

and

uo
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results in

RR(1-D) (L-D)R (28)

| ( LR+R) ~ L(R+R.) |: .
iy RU-D) %

CIR + Re) C(R + Re)

Ho R,

TR+RJO pla =p)? R) 4
uo .

~CR+ RU — DY

. pRR OR, (29)
= TRER, mek

Nowa linear system is provided

RAS+BA

$=Cke (30)

whereA is an nxn matrix, B is an n-column vector, and C is an

n-row vector.

To find the control-to-output transfer function, solve the
matrix equation

G(s)=C[sI-A]|B.

 

and obtain

1 (1—D)R
owe Lf _BR + CRER)  —LR+RO
= AOlReR, aE RU —D) RR,(1 —D)

C(R+ RD(“Teen

uo R.

FRE RYIIDGo **)
uo

~ C(R+R)0 — DP

If we let powers greater than one of R, equal zero, further
evaluation results in

Gs) = (31)

1 Ho

Nol EGRALDE [(RR,C(L — D)— L)s + 2R,(1 — D) + RU - DY]

where A(s) is the determinant of is [sI-A] which is

L+RR,C(L-D)
LC(R + R,)

RU — D)(R, + RU — D))

LC(R +R.)

(32) A(s) =+

Taking the term in (31) associated with s, the zero ofthe linear

system needsto bein the left-halfplane, so this term needs to
remain positive. Solving for R.C we have

L (33)
R.C > Rd-D)

Note that the inequality (33) can also be derived from the
denominator of (27) by setting (R+R,)=R, i.e., R>>R, and

with the following substitution for x,,
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y

“> RGD)

Atthis point,the transfer function has been shownto be the
linear approximation of the nonlinear system havinga left-

halfplane zero underconstraint (33). The zeros ofthe transfer
function of the linear approximation of the nonlinear system

at x=0 coincide with the eigenvalues ofthe linear approxima-

tion of the zero dynamics of the nonlinear system at n=0.
Therefore, the original nonlinear system (24) has asymptoti-

cally stable zero dynamics. Furthermore, the following
proposition is associated with the system (14).

Proposition. Suppose the equilibrium n=0 of the zero
dynamics of the system is locally asymptotically stable and

all the roots of the polynomial p(s) have negative real part.

Then the feedback law

, (34)
u= ——(-D(€, 9) -— co-— C122 -— «. — C1 Zr)

ag, 7)

locally asymptotically stabilizes the equilibrium (&, )=(0,

0).
The polynomial

p(s)=s"+c,_49" 4+... +¢15+C9 (35)

is the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A associated
with the closed loop system (see equations (14) and (34) and

recall that z=§)

E=4E+By

n-7En) (36)

where E=AE+Bvarethe linear part of the system and y=q(0,
1) are the zero dynamics. The matrix A is given by

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

A= :

0 0 0 1

—Co C1 —C2 Ce

and the vector B is given by

B=/0,...,0,1]%

The feedback law in equation (34) can be expressedin the
original coordinates as

“= ———_(-L, h(x) — cg b(x) —c Lp b(x) — ...—cL!B(x) Gn)
~ Lele) f ° 1nf se

7

Cphg

As shownin equation (26), the input d appears after only
one differentiation so the relative degree is one. This means

that the present invention is a single order linear system

containing only oneroot, thus the present invention can be
expressed in the new coordinates as

E=-kEty

n-7En)

pyre
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The polynomial p(s) is simply p(s)=s+k, with k>0, so that

the denominatoris now a real pole in the openleft halfplane.

In accordancewith the Proposition,the root ofthe polyno-

mial p(s) has a negative real part, and as shown above, the
present invention has asymptotically stable zero dynamics.

Therefore, it can be concludedthat, given a control law ofthe
form (37), the original nonlinear system (24) is locally

asymptotically stable.
The following theorem has been proven.

Theorem 1: For a boost converter with asymptotically

stable zero dynamics (using leading-edge modulation),
with constraint

L (38)
R.C > ————

RUD)

and control law

-_! ry ky vy.) (39)
4° Tap Ky -yolk

the nonlinear system

E=-ke+y

ng&m),

pk (40)

with v=0, is asymptotically stable at each equilibrium point

(the characteristic polynomial p(s) has a root with negative
real part) which meansthatthe original nonlinear system

x=fix)+g)d

y=b(e)

is locally asymptotically stable at each equilibrium point (x,,

X49) in the set

(41)

SF(xpx)vex,20,x,>0}

with Osds<1.

Recall that (x, 5, X29) corresponds to y, through equation
(25). Theorem 1 indicates local asymptotic stability. In prac-

tice, the reference input y, is ramped up in a so-called “soft-

start” mode of operation. This theorem also guarantees local
asymptotic stability at each operating point passed through by

the system on its way up to the desired operating point.
Nowreferring to FIG.8, a circuit diagram 800 of a buck-

boost converter and a modulator/controller 802 in accordance

with the present invention are shown. The details of buck-
boost converters are well known.In this case, $2 is imple-

mented with a diode and S1 is implemented with an N-chan-
nel MOSFET.FIGS.9A and 9Bare linear circuit diagrams

900 and 950 of a buck-boost converter during time DTs and
D'Ts. The operation ofthe converter is as follows: uy provides

power to the circuit during S1 conduction time (FIG. 9A)

storing energy in inductor L. During this time S2 is biasedoff.
When S1turnsoff, the energy in L causes the voltage across

L to reverse polarity. Since one end is connected to circuit
return, it remains clamped while the other end forward biases

diode S2 and clampsto the output. Current continues to flow
through L during this time (FIG. 9B). When S1 turns back on,

the cycle repeats. It should be noted that the output voltageis

inverted, i1.e., negative. FIG. 10 is a graph of typical wave-
formsfor the buck-boost converterfor the two switched inter-

vals DTs and D'Ts. A typical embodimentof the buck-boost
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converter where the output voltage 1s positive is the “flyback”
converter where a transformer with phase reversal is used

instead of an inductor.

Itis again desirable to find the DC transfer function to know
how the output, y, across the load R is related to the input uy

at zero frequency. In steady state, the volt-second integral
across L is again equal to zero. Thus,

fo™v,,dt=0 (42)

where Ts is the switching period.

Therefore, the volt-seconds during the on-time must equal
the volt-seconds during the off-time. Using this volt-second

balance constraint one can derive an equation for volt-sec-

onds during the on-time ofS1 (DTs) and another equation for
volt-seconds during the off-time of S1 (D'Ts).

The parasitics are eliminated by setting R,=0 and R,=0.
During time DTs:

DT,v,=DT,tto (43)

During time D'Ts:

DT.v,=D'T.x2 (44)

Since by equation (42)

Div,=DT,v,

The RHSofequation (43) is set equal to the RHS ofequation

(44) to provide

x2 Dd (45)

uD"

Y= TX

Equation (45)is the ideal duty ratio equation for the buck-

boostcell. IfR, and R, are both non-zero then

 

 

y mks D (46)
uy Duy DP

The outputy is

__ py BRe R (47)
YO“ RER,| RFR?

Once again it is seen in equation (46) that parasitic R, should

be minimized. For example if R=0 and R=0, then equation
(46) reduces to the ideal equation (45).

Nowthestate space averaged equationsare derived during
dTs:

="GRR”

Andduring (1-d)Ts:

RR. R

="T"~ TeeRyRRO
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-continued

; R 1
ky =—x),-2

C(R +R.) C(R +R.)

5
Combining,the averaged equations are:

 

«= dang B RRo Led Reg (48a)
A= 7Ho TD"ReRo - TRSRO! -d) 0

_ R i (49b,c)
= cReRyO GRER®

Re
Y=ReO-REP

15

In standard form:

_ R R, RR, (50a, be)
“=TRER) (ZF * UR+ RD)! +

RR. R HO) 4
(rr +R) * TRERD T!

1 R R
k= -SX) +7-1d

C(R#R) C(R#RY* C(RFRe) 25

_ RR R
>RERD (RERD

Hereit is assumed that leading-edge modulation is used so 3
that sampling of the output y only takes place during the

interval (1-d)T,. Therefore, the weighting factor (1-d) in

equation (49c) for y has been removed in equation (50c)

because when the sample is taken the data represents both

terms. In the present analysis the effects of sampling (com- 35

plex positive zero pair at one-half the sampling frequency)

have been ignored.

The output, y, only needs to be differentiated once before

the control d appears. Thus,
40

__® p 6D
ye Rare” cx — XQ)

,__# Gy (52a)
Y= BapeRet — ¥2) 45

.  # R Rs RR. (52b)

YT RE Re(-Rel- TR+R)2 (z * TRS mI *
RR. R uh
(a+ ——x%) + =\4) -
LR+R.) |L(R+ Re) L 50

1 R R 4
(- CR#R)> * CORERY CRERD™ )

Substituting for x, from (51), setting y equal to k(y,—-y), k>0, 5s

and solving for d provides,

(RR.C + L)y + (L— R.RsC)Rx + (53)

4 (R4RLCK(y0 - y) «0

R(ReCy *RRReCuo)

where

LR
R[ReCy + RR” — R-Cuo) > 0. ‘6s

24
Here y, is the desired output corresponding to x,, and X39
through equation (51). The notation has changed and k=c, in

equation (11), and the control input is now d instead ofu. Here

(X19; Xoo) 1s an equilibrium point ofour buck-boost converter.
Implementation ofthe control is the same as shownin FIG.2.

The same definitions are used, so the local linearization will
be discussed.

To obtain the transfer function, a Taylor Series lineariza-
tion is again used on the nonlinear system (50) to linearize

about an operating point, X19, X29, D to provide

£1 =X1-X19, X2=X2-¥20, P=V-Vo, d=d-D.

This gives

R.
Xj=
x s RR, *(+ * TRE - Dd) -

(1- Dyk +( RRe + R + a
TR+R) "2 TRE RDOT TRER)OE

A R a—pys 1 . R g

= CRER) “L CRER)? CIR+R.)

In matrix form

R,  RR,(1—D) RU-D)
(2 * TRERO “TRERD

RU-D) 1
C(R + Re) ~ C(R+ R,)

RR-X10 Rx20 + uo

LIR+R,) LR+R) L |a

Rx1 a.

~ C(R#R.)

 

Makingthe following substitutions, which can be derived by
letting x,=0, ,=0, X,=X19, X5=Ko9, R,=0, and R,=0 in (S0ab):

 

 

 

nos Duo (54)

10"—DYR
and

_ Duo
20 = a-D)

to get

R, RR, -D) R(L- D)

(3 * TRERD "TR+ Ro|[
RU -D) 1 |

Ry C(R+R) ~C(R+ Ro)

: = Duo R. R uo

; dopi\ReRd oD* eR) T F
uoD

C(R +R.)- DY

~_[ RRe R 3, (55)
Y|"RER, RHR, k

Nowthe linear system

R=AS+BA

$=C¥ (56)

is provided whereA is an nxn matrix, B is ann-column vector,
and C is an n-row vector.

To find the control-to-output transfer function the matrix
equation is solved

G(s)=C[sI-A]"|B.
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After some algebra, letting powers greater than one of R,
equal zero provides

 

1 uo (57)

Gis) = not LCRA — Dy

([RR,CU — D)- LD]s + (1 + D?)R, + RU - by}

where A(s)is the determinant of [sI-A] which is

AG) =s24 (& RR,C(. -a RU-D)[R,+RU-D)] (58)
LC(R + Re) LC(R+R.)*

Taking the term in (57) associated with s, the zero of the
linear approximation of the system should bein theleft-half

plane, so this term needs to remain positive. Solving for R.C
results in

LD
” ROD)’

R.C ©?)

Note that the inequality (59) can also be derived from the
denominator of (53) by setting (R+R,)=R, ie., R>>R, and

with the following substitutions for x, and uy,

y

and

(-D)
ug = —y——..

D

Atthis point, it has been shownthatthetransfer function of

the linear approximation of the nonlinear system hasa left-
half plane zero underconstraint (59). As before, it is known

that the zeros of the transfer function of the linear approxi-
mation of the nonlinear system at x=0 coincide with the

eigenvaluesofthe linear approximationofthe zero dynamics

of the nonlinear system at n=0. Therefore, the original non-
linear system (50) has asymptotically stable zero dynamics.

The Proposition is again used, with p(s) as above in equa-
tion (35) and the closed loop system as in equation (36). As

shown in equation (52), the input d appears after only one

differentiation so the relative degree is again one. This means
that the present invention is a single order linear system

containing only one root, thus the present invention can be
expressed in the new coordinates as

E=-kE+y

n=9(En)

pk

The polynomialp(s) is simply p(s)=s+k, with k>0,so that the
denominatoris now areal pole in the openleft half plane.

In accordancewith the Proposition,the root ofthe polyno-
mial p(s) has a negative real part, and as shown above, the

present invention has asymptotically stable zero dynamics.

Therefore, given a control law of the form (37), it can be
concludedthat the original nonlinear system (50)is locally

asymptotically stable.
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The following theorem has been proven.

Theorem 2: For a buck-boost converter with asymptoti-

cally stable zero dynamics (using leading-edge modulation),

with constraint

LD (60)
R.C > —————

RUD)

and control law

d= —(Ly -ky yo) 1)= erLKyo):L,Lily f

the nonlinear system

E=-ke+y

ng&mn),

pk

with v=0, is asymptotically stable at each equilibrium point

(the characteristic polynomial p(s) has a root with negative

real part) which meansthatthe original nonlinear system

(62)

F=flx)tgad

yada)

is locally asymptotically stable at each equilibrium point (x,,,

Xo) in the set

(63)

S={(pa,)veR "x20,x5>0}

with Osd<1.

Recall that (x,,, X,) corresponds to y, through equation

(51).
Theorem 2 indicates local asymptoticstability. In practice,

the reference input y, is ramped up in a so-called “soft-start”

mode of operation. This theorem also guarantees local

asymptoticstability at each operating point passed through by

the system on its way up to the desired operating point.

Although preferred embodiments of the present invention
have been described in detail, it will be understood by those

skilled in the art that various modifications can be made

therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention as set forth in the appended claims.

The invention claimed is:
1. A system for converting an input voltage to an output

voltage, comprising:
a voltage converter circuit comprising an inductor, pow-

ered by the input voltage and producing an inductor

current through the inductor;
a controller connected to the voltage convertercircuit, the

output voltage, and the input voltage;
a reference voltage connected to the controller;

a control signal generated by the controller for the voltage
converter circuit, comprising a duty cycle based on the

input voltage, the output voltage, the reference voltage,

and the inductor current;
whereby the voltage converter circuit generates the output

voltage based on the duty ratio;
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wherein the duty cycle is given by

gw RRC + Diy ~ (L= ReRsC)Rer — RRC+ (R + ReLCKyo =). 
TR

R[R-Cy + mR")

wherein C is a capacitance value of a capacitor of the

voltage converter circuit, R. is a series capacitiveresis-

tance of the capacitor, R is a load resistance, L is an

inductance value ofan inductorofthe voltage converter

circuit, R, is a series resistance ofthe inductor, and uy is

the input voltage; and,

wherein y, is the reference voltage, y is the output voltage,

k is a proportional gain factor, and x, is the inductor

current.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the controller is config-

ured to generate the control signal based on input-output
feedback linearization of a set of state variables with stable

zero dynamics.

5
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the inductor switchably connected in series with the load

resistance and the input voltage; and,

the capacitor connectedin parallel with the loadresistance.

8. Ina system comprising a voltage converter circuit com-

prising an inductor, and a controller connected to the voltage

converter circuit, a method for converting an input voltage to

an output voltage comprising the stepsof:

receiving a reference voltage;

receiving the input voltage;

receiving an inductor current;

generating a feedback output voltage;

receiving the feedback output voltage;

generating a control signal from the input voltage, the

feedback output voltage, the reference voltage, and the

inductor current;

applying the control signalto the voltage converter circuit;

and,

generating the output voltage based on the control signal;
wherein the step of generating a control signal comprises

the steps of calculating a duty cycle and solving

d ((RR.C + L)y — (L— RsR-C)Rx, — RR,Cug + (R + R,)LCK(yo - y)) 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the controller further

comprises:

a summing circuit connected to the output voltage and the

reference voltage;

a gain circuit connected to the summingcircuit; and,

a modulating circuit connected to the gain circuit and the

output voltage, the reference voltage, the input voltage,

and the inductor current, to generate the control signal.

4. The system of claim 3, further comprising:

a difference voltage generated by the summingcircuit;

an adjusted voltage generated by the gain circuit from the

difference voltage and the proportional gain factor; and,

wherein the difference voltage is the difference between

the reference voltage and the outputvoltage.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the gain circuit further

comprises:

a gain controller connected to the summing circuit;

wherein the gain controller is selected from the group

consisting of a proportional controller, an integral con-

troller, a derivative controller, and a combination con-

troller comprising any combination of the proportional

controller, the integral controller, and the derivative con-

troller; and,

wherein the proportional gain factoris

x.
[.+ rh], -¥).

where k,,, k, and k, are the gainsof the proportional, inte-

gral, and derivative terms of the gain controller, s is a

complexvariable, y, is the reference voltage, and y is the

output voltage.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the voltage converter

circuit is a boost converter.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the boost converter

further comprises:
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 R[R-Cy - ee xi)

where C is a capacitance value ofa capacitor, R..1s a series

capacitive resistance of the capacitor, R is a load resis-

tance, L is an inductance value of an inductor, Rg is a

series resistance of the inductor, and u, is the input

voltage, and

wherey,is the reference voltage, y is the output voltage, k

is a proportional gain factor, and x,is the inductor cur-

rent, for the duty cycle.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising the steps of:
creating a difference voltage from the feedback output

voltage and the reference voltage; and,
adjusting the difference voltage by the proportional gain

factor to create an adjusted voltage.
10. The method ofclaim 9, whereinthe step of calculating

a duty cycle further comprises the step of implementing

input-output linearization.
11. The method of claim 9, wherein the step of generating

a control signal further comprises the step of creating the
control signal based on the outputvoltage, the reference volt-

age, the adjusted voltage, the input voltage, and the duty
cycle.

12. The methodof claim 9, further comprising the step of

providing a boost converter for the voltage converter circuit,
wherein the boost converter further comprises:

the inductor switchably connected in series with the load
resistance and the input voltage; and,

the capacitor connectedin parallel with the loadresistance.
13. A system for converting an input voltage to an output

voltage, comprising:

a voltage converter circuit comprising an inductor, pow-
ered by the input voltage and producing an inductor

current through the inductor;
a controller connected to the voltage convertercircuit, the

output voltage, and the input voltage;
a reference voltage connected to the controller;

a control signal generated by the controller for the voltage

converter circuit, comprising a duty cycle based on the
input voltage, the output voltage, the reference voltage,

and the inductor current;
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wherebythe voltage converter circuit generates the output the inductor switchably connected in series with a load

voltage based on the duty ratio; resistance;

wherein the duty cycle is given by the input voltage switchably connectedin parallel with the
inductor; and,

the capacitor connectedin parallel with the loadresistance.wa

 

(RROC+L)Y +(L-ReRORX | + 20. In a system comprising a voltage converter circuit
(R+R)LCE (Y.-J) comprising an inductor, and a controller connected to the

= R ; voltage converter circuit, a method for converting an input
R(RCY + x — R-Cuto} oo "

R+R. ! voltage to an output voltage comprising the stepsof:

receiving a reference voltage;
receiving the input voltage;

receiving an inductor current;
generating a feedback output voltage;

receiving the feedback output voltage;
generating a control signal from the input voltage, the

feedback output voltage, the reference voltage, and the

inductor current;
applying the control signalto the voltage converter circuit;

and,
generating the output voltage based on the control signal;

wherein the step of generating a control signal comprises

the steps of calculating a duty cycle and solving

wherein C is a capacitance value of a capacitor of the

voltage convertercircuit, Ris a series capacitive resis-
tance of the capacitor, R is the load resistance, L is an

inductance value ofan inductorofthe voltage converter 15
circuit, R, is a series resistance ofthe inductor, and u,is

the input voltage; and,

wherein y, is the reference voltage,y is the output voltage,
k is a proportional gain factor, and x, is the inductor

current. 20

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the controller is con-

figured to generate the control signal based on input-output
feedback linearization of a set of state variables with stable

zero dynamics.

15. The system of claim 13, wherein the controller further 25 (RCH DY +(L—ReRORX , +

 

comprises:

a summingcircuit connected to the output voltage and the de (R+ ReMLCHY .-¥)
referencevoltage; . R(Recy + R Xx, - ReCuo}

a gain circuit connected to the summingcircuit; and, R+Re

a modulating circuit connected to the gain circuit and the 30

output voltage, the reference voltage, the input voltage,

and the inductor current, to generate the control signal.
16. The system of claim 15, further comprising:

a difference voltage generated by the summingcircuit;
an adjusted voltage generated by the gain circuit from the 35

difference voltage and the proportional gain factor; and,

wherein the difference voltage is the difference between
the reference voltage and the output voltage. rent, for the duty cycle.

17. The system ofclaim 16, wherein the gain circuit further 21. The methodofclaim 20, further comprising the steps
comprises: 40 of:

a gain controller connected to the summing circuit;
wherein the gain controller is selected from the group

consisting of a proportional controller, an integral con-

troller, a derivative controller, and a combination con-
troller comprising any combination of the proportional 45

controller, the integral controller, and the derivative con-
troller; and,

wherein the proportional gain factoris

where C is a capacitance value ofa capacitor, Ris a series
capacitive resistance ofthe capacitor, R is the load resis-

tance, L is an inductance value of an inductor, Rg is a
series resistance of the inductor, and u, is the input

voltage, and

wherey,is the reference voltage, y is the output voltage, k
is a proportional gain factor, and x, is the inductor cur-

creating a difference voltage from the feedback output

voltage and the reference voltage; and,

adjusting the difference voltage by the proportional gain
factor to create an adjusted voltage.

22. The method ofclaim 21, wherein the step ofcalculating
a duty cycle further comprises the step of implementing

input-output linearization.
23. The method ofclaim 21, wherein thestep ofgenerating

a control signal further comprises the step of creating the

control signal based on the outputvoltage, the reference volt-
[, + * +kl-¥V), age. the adjusted voltage, the input voltage, and the duty

cycle.
24. The methodofclaim 21, further comprising the step of

providing a buck-boost converter for the voltage converter
circuit, wherein the buck-boost converter further comprises:

the inductor switchably connected in series with the load

resistance;
the input voltage switchably connectedin parallel with the

inductor; and,
the capacitor connectedin parallel with the loadresistance.

50

where k,,, k, and k, are the gains of the proportional, inte- 55
gral, and derivative terms of the gain controller, s is a

complexvariable, y, is the reference voltage, and y is the
output voltage.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the voltage converter
circuit is a buck-boost converter. 60

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the buck-boost con-

verter further comprises: * RR RF


